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Weekly Market Pulse 
Week ending November 25, 2022 

Market developments  

Equities: The S&P 500 ended the shortened holiday week up 1.5% and closed above 4000 for the first time since 

September, while the Nasdaq still sits below the key 12,000 level. Markets will focus on consumer spending as Black 

Friday kicked off the holiday shopping season. Best Buy and Abercrombie beat on earnings and although we’ve seen 

strong 3Q earnings, the overall outlook remains cautious as consumers are pressured by a higher cost of living. Total 

holiday shopping is expected to be up 2.5% this year compared to 8.6% a year ago and retail stocks will be a key sector 

to watch around year end as they have historically moved +/- 3% over the last 10 years. 

Fixed income: The US 10yr rate continued to move lower this week as the minutes from the November FOMC meeting 

showed most officials agreeing that a slowing of rate increase will soon be appropriate. The target rate will increase for 

the sixth time this year bringing rates to 3.75-4%, and market still expect rates peaking at ~5% in 2023. 

Commodities: Crude oil continued the move lower to ~76.28, finishing the week down 4.75% and down ~14% over the 

last two weeks as Asian crude consumption fell to a seven-month low, further impacting the already weak demand outlook 

driven by rising Covid cases in China triggering lockdown-like restrictions.  

Performance (price return)  

SECURITY PRICE WEEK 1 MONTH 3 MONTH YTD 

Equities ($Local)      

S&P/TSX Composite 20,383.77 2.02% 6.74% 1.05% -3.95% 

S&P 500 4,026.12 1.53% 4.33% -4.12% -15.53% 

NASDAQ 11,226.36 0.72% 0.24% -11.18% -28.24% 

DAX 14,541.38 0.76% 11.40% 9.56% -8.46% 

NIKKEI 225 28,283.03 1.37% 3.79% -0.69% -1.77% 

Shanghai Composite 3,101.69 0.14% 4.21% -4.45% -14.78% 

Fixed Income (Performance in %)           

Canada 10-Year Yield 2.93 -0.19 -0.55 -0.08 1.51 

US 10-Year Yield 3.68 -0.15 -0.42 0.65 2.17 

German 10-Year Yield 1.97 -0.04 -0.20 0.66 2.15 

US High Yield Spread 4.61 -0.10 -0.34 -0.20 1.23 

Commodities ($USD)           

Oil 76.28 -4.75% -10.60% -17.55% 1.42% 

Gold 1754.93 0.24% 6.16% -0.21% -4.06% 

Copper 362.75 -0.12% 6.79% -1.93% -18.73% 

Currencies ($USD)           

DXY 105.97 -0.90% -4.49% -2.31% 10.76% 

Loonie 1.3373 -0.01% -1.73% 3.47% 5.82% 

Euro 0.9607 -0.81% -4.27% -4.17% 9.26% 

Yen 139.08 -0.92% -5.98% 1.90% 20.86% 

As of November 25, 2022 
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Macro developments 

Canada – Retail sales decline -0.5% in September while preliminary October data shows a jump of 1.5% 

Preliminary Canadian retail sales show a potential 1.5% increase in October after a drop of 0.5% month over month in 
September. September’s drop was broad based as 7 of 11 subsectors fell, led by -2.4% decline in gas station sales due to 
the ~7.5% drop in gas prices. Furniture and clothing stores saw an increases of 1.4% and 1.5% respectively. 

U.S. Manufacturing PMI (November 23) 

U.S manufacturing PMI dropped to 47.6 in November compared to the 50.4 we saw a month before and below the 
estimates of 50. We saw output fall and a decline in new orders as demand was negatively impacted by inflation and 
continues economic uncertainty. On the other hand, companies signalled the first improvement in supplier performance 
since October 2019. 

International – Euro Area’s PMI (Wednesday 23), U.K.’s PMI (November 23) 

Euro Area’s PMI increased to 47.3 in November compared to 46.4 in October and came in above market expectations of 
46. This marks the fifth consecutive month of falling factory activity, even as the rate of production decline eases. New 
orders were down by a smaller amount, backlogs of work declined, and payroll growth was subdued. Input prices rose by 
the lowest margin since December 2020 as the supply chain situation improved and demand weakened, selling price 
inflation eased. 

Preliminary UK manufacturing PMI remained at 46.2, unchanged from a month ago and ahead of market estimates of 
45.8. Manufacturing production declined at a lower rate as easing supply chain issues supported output. Manufacturing 
companies lost the most jobs since October 2020, as the outlook for growth continues to deteriorate. From a price 
perspective, both input and output costs have showed signs of cooling off.  

Quick look ahead 

Canada – GDP (November 29), Labour Report (December 02) 

During the week, we will have the two most crucial growth indicators that will give the market a perspective on how the 
Canadian economy is growing in a contractive monetary policy environment. On Tuesday, Statistics Canada will release 
the Quarterly GDP Annualized for the third quarter. Following last quarters growth of 3.3%, it is expected that the 
Canadian economy will suffer a sharp slowdown, with a forecasted increase of 1.4%. On Friday, Statistics Canada will 
release November’s employment report. After a surprising 108k Net Change in employment, the market consensus is that 
the labour force will expand at a rate of 10K monthly workers. 

U.S. – Jolts Survey (Wednesday 30), Labour Report (December 02) 

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics will publish October’s Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS). The 
expectation is that the job openings decrease to 10,350k from 10,717k, reflecting a slowdown in the job market. To 
complete the picture of the U.S. labour market, the Bureau of Labor Statistics will also publish November’s Job report. The 
market consensus is that the change in nonfarm payrolls will continue with its negative trend, decreasing to 200k from 
261k in October.   

International – Japan’s Unemployment (November 28), China’s PMI (November 30), Europe’s CPI 
(November 30), Europe’s Unemployment (December 01) 

Japan’s Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications will release October’s labour report on Monday. The 
unemployment rate is expected to remain at 2.5%, as in the previous seven months, oscillating in the 2.5% - 2.6% range. 

The official and private China PMI indexes will also be released. They are expected to continue in negative territory (under 
50), confirming the deceleration of the Chinese economy. At its latest reading, China’s S&P PMI rose to 49.2, a 1.1 rise 
from the 4-month low of 48.1 seen in September and a tick above the 49.0 estimates. 

By the end of November, Eurostat will release its preliminary CPI and unemployment figures. After a historically high 
inflation rate, the market consensus is that the contractive monetary policy of the ECB will start to impact the price 
expansion, decreasing the YoY to 10.4% (from 10.7% in October). On the other hand, the European job market remains 
tight. So, the consensus forecast is that the unemployment rate will remain constant at 6.6%. 
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